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A Chat with the DJ 

 
MB..   You Have very kindly agreed to do a mix for the podcast but I 
feel its always good for listeners to get to know you a little with a 5 
step Q & A.. 
So we know that you play the deep, melodic and progressive style but 
when did you start to DJ and what made you take the step from punter 
to player ?? (as in the DJ kind) 
 
Nila: 
Hey there Paul & Tim thanks very much for having me on Melodic Beats 
Podcast.  
 
I started DJing when I was 16 (now 44). I have always loved hypnotic 
sounding music, probably because I used to love dancing at all those 
old raves in the UK back in the day. I loved getting lost in the sounds.  
 
There were a bunch of use that used to go dancing and one of them 
(Donnie P), introduced me to the concept of DJing. Of course I had 
seen loads play by then but, he had a set of decks and within 6 months 
or so, I was getting the hang of beat mixing. I was lucky enough to get 
a set of 1210’s and a Vestax mixer pretty soon after that which I think 
really helped me learn.  
 
After that I ended up playing a bunch of parties in Edinburgh which 
ultimately led to me playing out at gigs on the local scene and getting 
radio play.  
 
I stopped playing around 2004 and didn’t pick it up again till around 
2014 where I started getting into production also.    
 
 
MB..  If you can share one musical memory with us, as a DJ or punter, 
which has lodged itself in the memory bank, what is it?? 
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Nila: 
 
As a punter (a couple)…  
 
I remember seeing N-Joi at one of the first ‘Rezerection’ raves in 
Ingleston just outside of Edinburgh… 5000 young nutters going off to 
some of the best dance music around at the time. The music, 
production and dancers for N-joi were on point 
  
Another was the one of the first times I heard Sasha at the Arches in 
Glasgow. Of course I had heard loads of mix tapes by then but I hadn’t 
caught him playing live before then.  
 
Hearing the way and what he played blew me away along with about 
another 2000 people!  
 
As a DJ… 
Going back a while now but when I played regularly in Edinburgh, there  
were a number of dark, dingy and sweaty clubs that I had the pleasure 
of playing at. I remember playing a new NYE set just after the bells 
had gone at one of these clubs (for those of you who are not familiar, 
in Scotland peeps usually go off their nut). It was at this techno night 
and I was still playing progressive house/techno and was a bit nervous 
about how my music would go down. 
 
The atmosphere was electric right from the start and there were about 
1000 peeps on the main floor were I was playing, was great fun :) 
 
 
MB..  Tell us about a significant moment in your Dj’ing career?? (A 
warm up slot for a name, release of a track, the moment we asked you 
to do a mix ☺ !!) 
 
Nila: 
Probably more on the production front in more recent times… I had a 
few releases on Pro B Tech Music recently (a few more in the pipeline 
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too), one with was a remix and another a 5 track EP that made about 
1.5 years prior to its release date. Hernan Cattaneo played three of 
these tracks, 2 from the EP on one show too.  
 
This was a massive confidence booster more just in the sense of, at 
least Im heading in the right direction as I find its hard to remain 
objective about your own work.  
 
I also had have my biggest singeing to date and another potentially 
large release if I can nail a vocal I have been sent… more on that as 
and when it happens :)     
 
For DJ’ing in more recent times here in NZ, I have had a few decent 
gigs supporting Hernan Cattaneo, Dave Seaman, Guy Manzur, Nick 
Warren to name a few. 
 
 
MB: What are your 5 all time significantly important and memorable 
house tracks, ever….. The ones which you hear and it takes you to a 
time and place and just makes you smile !!!!! 
 
Nila:  
 
Orbital - Nothing Left (Breeder Remix) 
Cass & Slide - Perception 
Age - Imaginary Friend 
nICo - Darkstar (Positive Outlook)  
Energy Flash (Joey Beltram) 
 
 
MB..  What is your favourite place in the world and what makes it so 
special to you ?? 
 
Nila: 
 
I have to be a bit bias here and say, New Zealand as I live here and 
have been for the last 12.5 years. Although, I have traveled a bit and 
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there are some amazing places to see, Thailand, Nepal, India to name 
a few. South America is still on my hit list though! 


